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Deans, Frats Eye Alcohol Law Change

Psi U Lodge
Hit Again

By Craig Richardson

The change in Ohio's liquor
control laws has prompted the
Kenyon College administration to
take action. Last year, 18 year
olds were legally allowed to
purchase and consume 3.2
beer. One had to be 21 to buy any
beverages.
alcoholic
other
The new law states that
may buy high beer
19 year-old- s
but still requires a person to be at
least 21 to purchase wine and
hard liquor. 3.2 beer will be
phased out of production.
Thus, the new law required
changes in the College's rules and1

By Debbie Winkle

For the second time within less
than six months, the Psi Upsilon
fraternity lodge has become the
target of vandalism.
Sometime between Saturday
night, September 11, and the
following Wednesday afternoon,
rocks and stones were thrown at
all three basement windows in
back of the lodge, shattering the
panes but leaving the frames
relatively unharmed. A similar
incident occurred last spring
when logs were thrown through
the windows, causing extensive
damage.
Psi U President Mark Loomis
reported damage costs from $300
to $500, noting that in less than
one year the Psi U's have been
burdened with over $1000 in expenses due to vandalism.
The Psi U's are offering a
reward of $500 to anyone who can
provide information about the incident. Loomis is optimistic

Coileg lan

L
Smashed lodgewindow

about this measure, saying, "We
figure we'll get it back in the long
run, and it will pay off for us."
Loomis stressed that any information given will be held in
strictest confidence.
Since the fraternity lodges are
the Knox
technically
County Sheriff's Office, rather
than Kenyon Security personnel,
will continue to investigate the
case. Director of Security Arnold
Hamilton, responding to this
recent incident, said vandalism is
so easy to commit, yet it's so hard
to find out who really did it."
off-camp-

regulations.

Previously,

the

Student Activities Fee had been
used to purchase 3.2 beer at
events, such as
some
after special
Summer Send-Ofpermission had been obtained
from the Dean of Students. To do
so under the new law would be
illegal, unless student I.D.'s were
checked.
The College administration
sought legal counsel to discuss
these matters, and Mr. William
the college
R. Chadeayne,
attorney, recommended that no
all-camp-

us

f,

us,

Gambier Village Council

permit system. This
on the
places responsibility
signer of the party permit, Dean
Edwards noted. The persons who
sign the party permit will be held
legally liable for any incidents involving minors and alcohol on the
party

college funds be used to purchase
alcoholic beverages. This has
been adopted as policy by the
College.
Dean Reading explained that
there are now two options
available to Social Board and
Freshman Council, regarding
alcohol consumption
at
events. The College may
consider- letting them purchase a
temporary license to sell beer.
This license is known as an
and is issued by the State
Department of Liquor Control.
The cost is six dollars and it gives
the person or group the privilege
to sell liquor on special occasions.
The application must be made
ten days in advance.
all-camp-

party

Another

proposal

mit

"We have chosen not to go to a
dry rush, as have some other
Ohio colleges," Dean Edwards
said. "Instead we have decided to
invest confidence in the students.
Of course, if there seem to be
problems with this system, we
could easily change to a dry rush
next year."

permits,

students to bring their own beer. .
Both Dean Edwards and Dean
Reading voiced their concern
about this idea, but reserved
opinion about how or when
"bring your own" events
could be implemented.
In the case of parties not
funded through the College, the
College has decided
after
deliberation to continue with the
all-camp-

Thus

other
and
will still be
allowed to serve beer at their parties, although hard liquor will be
prohibited.

-

F-per-

premises.

fraternities
organizations

us

The fraternities' main concern
from this new law stems from the
liability involved. Lately, there
has been an increase in the number of lawsuits taken against
various colleges for allowing
minors to drink when they have
continued on page six

us

Citizen's Concerns Addressed
By

Jeff Barnes

The monthly meeting of the
Gambier Village Council took
place on Monday, September 6, in
the Gambier community center.
The meetings are open, and the
loose, informal structure allows
for an interesting exchange between Council members and the
public.
The proceedings are very different from what one normally
thinks of as "politics." The issues

discussed traffic situations,
new construction, and gas
rates were of direct concern to
everyone present. Citizens left
the meeting at various times,
depending on what interested
them, and the public never numbered more than six. A Council
member, Dick Ralston, who also
serves as the head of Kenyon's
maintenance department, said
that he had seen nights where the
public contingent was as small as
one, and expressed disappointment, since "the whole idea
is to get citizens involved." Council members serve four year
terms, and Ralston candidly
noted that it was hard to find
people who were willing to put
in their time.

Mayor Baer began by getting
the approval of the five Council
members on bills that needed to
be paid, mainly covering sewage
costs, electricity, and telephone

re-rou-

Mark
Taylor
Chukar
Karen

Gallivan, Rich Grellier,
Johnson, Bruce Kinlin,
Miller, Willie Portnoy,
Rockwell, and Morris

to

In connection with this issue,
the construction of a new maintenance garage, on the corner of
Wiggin and Duff, was also
discussed. Ralston said that he
did not believe that the garage
was any problem as far as traffic

Thorpe also competed for the
Senior Class Presidency.
Seniors can vote in the Thursday runoff either at lunch in.
Gund, or at dinner in Peirce. At
least 60 must vote again, and
Basili or Smith must win over
of that number to lead the
40
class of 1983. The president must
Senior Week, accoordinate

tivities,

speak

at

com-

mencement, and represent the
class for five years following
graduation.

construct on.
Questions

about

property

values in the neighborhood were
raised by Lincoln Stelk, who
amiably noted that it might be a
very nice building at first but that
garages always wind up looking
like garages. A member of the
Council made a jest about
replacing the Parish house with
the new garage.

te

Basili, Smith gain Runoff
Guiseppe Basili and Douglas
Smith will vie for the Senior Class
Presidency in a runoff election to
be held today, Thursday, September 23.
of
Two hundred eighty-seve- n
the 339 seniors, approximately
85
of the class, voted in elections this Monday and Tuesday.

goes, since there would only be a
couple of vehicles in use there. He
pointed out that the property is
the only land that the village has

bills. He then opened the floor to
the public.
A member of the Friends of
Wiggin Street School stated his
concern, on behalf of his group,
about the traffic in front of the
school, which is the busiest in the
town. The road is the quickest
route for trucks going out to
Small's Quarry, and it was
suggested that the trucks be forced to go by way of some other
road, but the town cannot legally
truck traffic, since taxes
on the road are paid by the state.
The wisdom of having the busiest
section of a small town right in
front Of the school was called into
question by one of the citizens. A.
member of the Council, Francis
Yow, stated that Gambier had
been trying to divert the trucks
going to the quarry for years, and
that the problem had been
discussed several times with Bill
Small, the owner of the quarry.
Several of the people present
agreed that the business that he
runs would certainly be hurt by a
diversion of traffic. Only a few of
the trucks that come to haul
gravel are actually under his
ownership.

....
f
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Other members

were

"

concerned

"

-

.oar""

of the public

about

the

possible noise and ugliness that
the building might bring into the
residential neighborhood. Calling
attention to the fact that the land
was purchased five years ago,
with the intention of building a
maintenance garage, the mayor
warned about difficulties involved with changing plans, since
$10,000 has already been spent
toward construction. He added
that one of the problems the
Council has is a lack of input from
townspeople. Ralston also commented on public apathy, and
said, with a laugh, that "it's not a
glorious thing to be on Council."
A suggestion that an agenda be
posted publicly before each
meeting was agreed upon, with
Sharon Dwyer of the Council
volunteering for this task.
The problems connected with
the school and the garage were
left somewhat up in the air. The
idea of having buses pull in
behind the school was brought up,
and tight enforcement of the
speed limit in front of the school
will be attempted. Buying some
other site for the garage,
assuming that the land beside the'
school can be sold, was also
discussed. Much of the money
spent on construction would not
be lost, since the building is still
in the designing stage. At the end
of the meeting, Baer talked about
cutting costs, saying that he
would like to bring the price down
to below $100,000. With this in
mind, the Council agreed to
continued on peg tlx

Assistant Dean of Students Kathryn Adkins

Adkins Shares Experience
isa Disch
Candidate holds a B.A. in
Religion, played eight seasons of
intramural sports, spent junior
year as a freshman dorm advisor, took the following summer
in Spain and believes in the importance of continued progress.
"I don't want to ever stop lear:
ning. Moving beyond college adds
responsibilities which force you
to keep changing if you are to
handle them."
Sound like an excerpt from the
resume of a Kenyon graduate?
Well, it's not. But the fact that
Dean Kathryn Adkins' history
could easily be attributed to a
Kenyon grad explains why she
fits so well into this community.
Dean Adkins regards her job as
an opportunity to work with
students and get involved in
promoting campus activities.
"Kenyon has done a good job of
making a wide variety of
By

organizations

available

for

students to join and providing
many different types of entertainment. But I will continue
to assess this situation and try to
work in additional options as they
are needed." She's particularly
pleased with the new growth in
women's groups on campus and
in the Ceramic Arts studio.

Besides having to perform the
fundamental tasks of the Activities, Dean Adkins sees her
personal strengths leading her into a possible advisory role as
well. "I hope I can be a resource
person for people deciding on
grad schools and careers because
I just faced some of the same
decisions myself."
Starting out as a Biology
major, Adkins went through
Psychology, Foreign Languages,
and Political Science before settling on Religion. After

graduating

from

Davidson

College in North Carolina, Adkins
went on to Harvard to obtain a
masters in "Counseling and

Student Development." Although
there isn't an overt connection
between her graduate and undergraduate work, Adkins
doesn't regret the choices she
made.
"Part of what a Liberal Arts
education provides is the
possibility to explore one area of
study without, feeling that it
limits you." It's not preparing
you with specific skills, but the
cliche about teaching you how to
think is really true."
To hear about success from a
recent liberal arts graduate can't
continued on page tovn

Participatory Newspaper is
Everyone's Responsibility
Part of the task of publishing a weekly college newspaper is to ensure
that new and different writers are featured in each issue. Considering
the large turnout of students interested in working on the Collegian,
and a good return rate of staff members from last year, the Collegian
seems to be in good shape in the areas of diverse writers. However,
looks can be deceiving.
The number of interested students, when compared to the number of
seem inordinately small at best. This is especially
true in light of the large number of Collegian detracters in the Kenyon
community, including faculty in some unfortunate cases.
For this reason, we felt compelled to remind everyone in the Kenyon
community that the Collegian welcomes, or rather, the Collegian
exists for submissions of any intelligible opinion pieces, or any writers
who think that they can help improve the overall quality of newspaper.
The main problem' with the Collegian is illustrated perfectly in
this very issue. A student writes in a flippant letter complaining
sarcastically about the coverage of last week's football game, and
condemnation of the entire newspaper. He
extends it to a
happens to be a former writer for the newspaper. We wonder, did he
give up on the newspaper as hopeless? His letter makes it sound like
that. We also wonder, if that is not the case, why he doesn't try to help
bring the paper up to his standards? Not to dwell on this case, there
have been repeated criticisms born from a bad
attitude towards the paper.
This school is packed with intelligent people ; most of them could and
should write for the newspaper. No long term contracts, just one
"contribution," and then, having done his or her part, he or she mav
feel free to decide it's hopeless and sit back and complain. Until then,
however, remember that this is a participatory newspaper, as
oppposed to one that is quietly produced in a far away city, and upon
completion arrives in the P.O. box. Students and faculty who do not
lend their talents to the newspaper are in a way, responsible for the
very deficiencies about which they often complain. M.C.
non-participan- ts,

,
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far-reachi-

What A Mess
This past summer over 700,000
was spent on the
renovation of Peirce dining hall.
One of the major reasons for this
renovation was the lack of a
system for students to bus their
own trays. A new dishroom was
constructed between Peirce and
Dempsey halls and conveyor
belts were installed to help
remedy this situation. As is
clearly demonstrated by the picture at the right, many students
feel they are too good or too lazy
to bus their own trays. These
students are making good use of
the 700,000 dollars used on this
renovation. B.K., M.C.

dollars
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What Fieldgoal?
Dear Editor,
I
would

like to thank
sportswriter John Pollard for
providing the Kenyon community

Nobody

Is

Perfect

Each and every organization on Kenyon's campus has a specific
duty or function. The function of each group remains fairly constant
from year to year due to tradition. The purpose of the football team,
for example, is to play to the best of their ability and win as many
games as they can. The purpose of Student Council is to serve the
community as best they can, and to represent their peers when a
decision is at hand.
Every group now and then faces difficulties that hinder their
performance to some extent. If a valuable player is lost from an
athletic team, the rest of the team must do their best to compensate
for this loss. Occasionally, the system of Student Government here
also faces problems that impede them from performing as well as
tradition calls for.
These snags occur in relation to every group, at any time. The exact
nature of the group does not matter. No organization is exempt from
the trials that spring up occasionally. While some criticism of the
mistakes that occur due to these problems is expected, extensive
complaints about any one organization are uncalled for.
To criticize the f ootball team every time they turn in "a poor
performance would be ludicrous. In addition, every time Student
Council fails to perform their duties as are dictated by tradition, there
should not occur a widespread outcry of disapproval.
Every group faces hard times and, because of these hard times,
occasionally does not measure up to the high standards of this
community. As a very famous religious leader once stated: Let he
BK.
among you who is without sin cast the first stone.

Kenyon Ohio Wesleyan football
game. Apparently, there were
aspects of the afternoon which
escaped me and I was glad to be
filled in on the particulars. For
I
don't
really
example,
remember missing a fieldgoal.
Come to think of it, I don't even
remember trying one although I
would have liked to on several
occasions. I was also interested
to find that one of my teammates

whom I had been calling Matt
Lampe for three weeks was
actually named Mike! I have
noticed over the past several

years, that this journalistic

is prevalent in all
departments of the paper. With
such top flight reporting, it
shouldn't be long before The

excellence

Collegian is recognized as one of
the best college newspapers in
the nation. Keep up the good
work!
Sincerely, Bob Doherty
P.S. Congratulations on finally
making The New Yorker.

Editor's reply:
Thank you, Mr. Doherty, for
insightful
your constructive,
the
comments
regarding
newspaper.
M.L., Sports Editor
The

Kenyon

Collegian

Mike Cannizzaro, Brian Kearney

Chris Romer, Lynn Travers
Nicholas Kalm
Melinda Roberts
Ellen Watson
Martha Lorenz

f

News Editors
Political Forum Editor
Features Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Coordinator

Stephen Hays
Scott Ford, Jim Whittum
Stephen J. Szabo III

Editors-in-Chie-

Photography Assistants
,

Emily Reidenbach, Debbie Winkle j
Jennifer Russell, Charles Needle,
Chuck Casto, MattEyerman,
Jean Deppner, Lisa Neuville

Business Manager

Lebanon view

redundant
To the editors,
While I commend Doug

Perry

for his attempts to present a
balanced view of the current
"operation" in Lebanon it is
apparent that his knowledge of
the situation is scant. His claims
and stance are redundant to
anyone who has watched the
news, read a newspaper, or
picked up a news magazine in the

past
three
months.
Palestinians need a home.
Israelis are surrounded
nations who are hostile. The

.

Layout

Editors

THL KfcNYON COLLEGIAN is published every Thursday afternoon while the college is in session except
dutmg examination and sacalion periods by the sludenls of Kenyon College. Advertising is handled by Ihe
sludenl run organization. Yearly subscriptions are 118.00 and checks
KSAB. a
should be made
payable to the Kenyon Collegian. Our mailing addicss is Kenyon Collegian. Kenyon College. Student
OH
43022.
Gambler.
Affairs Center.
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ticular submission.
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with such an accurate and
detailed description of the

it

y
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hon-participa-

non-prof-

T

The

The
by
loss
of civilian life was high. War
solves nothing. Israel and the
PLO need to negotiate. All true,
all obvious, and all surface
issues. Mr. Perry simply ignores
the more interesting aspects of
the conflict.
Why hasn't the United States
forcefully?
more
reacted
Perhaps because this nation and

i

the more neutral Arab countries
like Egypt and Jordan are only
too happy to have Israel do the
dirty work. The PLO is supported
by Syria, which is itself
supported by Russia. Reagan
only shakes his fist and grumbles
because he does not have to
directly confront a Soviet-backe- d
country. Why have no Arab
countries yet seriously addressed
the refugee problem and made a
concerted effort to use the vast

financial

and

territorial

resources available to ease the
hardships and improve the lives
of their own people? Why the lack
of sympathy exhibited by the
Arabs in Israel during this war?
Another topic to be considered is

the continued

and growing

support of the PLO in the eyes of
the world and in the United
Nations. The IRA has no office in
London, yet the PLO is permitted
to remain. The Pope meets with a
man who situated his offices and
armories in the midst of schools,
apartment buildings, stadiums,
and public parks. This too is
puzzling and could be examined
further. In addition, Mr. Perry
states that unless Israel agrees to
negotiate, the whole operation
"can only be viewed as an
example
of
Zionist
expansionism." This statement is
a typical response of one who has
based his whole view of the
situation on the reading of
publications that employ slick

and pat cliches rather than
addressing the matter with the
facts, and without bias. Israel has
stated time and again that they

have no intention of remaining in
Lebanon, and only want stability
Ln the region. One who has a great
knowledge of Israel would realize
that to remain in Lebanon for any
length of time could only be to
Israel's disadvantage.
Lastly, to insinuate that

Israelis

are

bloodthirsty

warmongers with no conscience
is to ignore the strength and vocal
presence of such groups as Peace
Now and the criticism of Begin
and Sharon from within their own
Knesset. The Middle East is a
complex region, and the present
state of affairs is only one more
convolted situation with many
points of contention. To blightly
rehash issues that shed no new
light on the conflict and can be
easily recited by any reasonably
informed individual is a waste of
time, energy, and newsprint.
Julie Goldblatt

Fraternity

v nvrt

The
par-

barrage of rocks and stones upon
all of our basement windows.
These, now nonexistent windows
were replaced only two months
ago as a result of a similar incident last spring in which vandals shattered the same windows
and frames with logs.
These two occurances and
others not mentioned have
outraged us. Psi Upsilon wants to
continue to share the benefits of
our lodge with the Kenyon community as we have in the past;
however, if this vandalism continues we may have no choice but
to change our policy. Perhaps it
is not clear that we are guests in
our lodge which is owned by our
alumni. Due to the coincidence of these
two instances it is probably one
or two people responsible for this
vandalism. These people are not
only hurting Psi Upsilon, but they
are indirectly hurting Kenyon if
we are forced to restrict the use
of our lodge. In an attempt to stop
this vandalism the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity is offering a reward of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) to
the individual(s) who can give us
information that will lead to the
conviction of that person(s)
responsible for the vandalism of
the lodge windows, either last
week or last spring. Please, if you
have any information contact any
of the following: Psi Upsilon
President Mark Loomis, Director
of security Mr. Hamilton, or
Sheriff Rowe of the Mt. Vernon
Sheriff's department. All information obtained will be held in
strictest confidence.

Support Ignored
To the

Editors:

The Finance Committee of
Student Council each year takes
responsibility for the disbursement of all money raised
through the student activities fee
paid by each Kenyon student.
One need only multiply the $85 of
the fee by the 1411 students who
paid it to get some idea of the
complexity of this task nevertheless, each year the committee
successfully does the job.
It is for this reason that I was
annoyed to read in the masthead
of the most recent issue of The
Gambier Journal the claim that
the paper is "financed solely
through advertising and subscriptions."
The Journal has

received

$2415

from

years

vandalism has plagued the Psi
Upsilon Fraternity lodge. Members of the fraternity were
outraged last week when
someone decided to release a

the

student activities fee, via Finance Committee, for its operations this year. As a
student, I find this omission of the
role that each. Kenyon student
plays in the publication of the
Journal a touch insulting. I ask
that the staff of the Journal
recognize the broad base of financial support on which it now
fee-payi-

Outraged
To the Kenyon community,
For the third time in two

I

of the

rests.
Sincerely,
Lynn M. Travers, '84

ng
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Terrorism And The Search For A Sober Solution
By Julia Marlowe

It's very easy to look at violence of all kinds and generalize that
those who cause harm should be
equally harmed. This is as obvious a platitude as it is imAnd
this is
practicable.
especially true in the realm of international terrorism.
This is because terrorism is
much more than an individual
crime, or a sum total thereof.
When a terrorist commits an act
of violence he is not acting according to a personal, individual
motive, but according to a social
cause. And a cause, put simply, is
more than the sum of its members. This is why the IRA lives on
regardless of how many of its
representatives it allows to be
shot, convicted, or starved; and
perhaps even grows stronger.

send forth representatives to
parlay, and 2) the nations
generally refuse to recognize the
terrorists as a legitimate political
group.

It

just as difficult, though, to
stop terrorism completely by force, again because of the penumbra in which they operate; there
are no acknowledged leaders
is

known to the outside world, they
have no set base, and terrorists
aren't readily identifiable. All
this makes it easy for the group to
survive with a minimum of
popular support: the IRA as an
organization is certainly not supported by the majority of citizens
in Northern or Southern Ireland.
But each individual terrorist can
easily find refuge with his family
or with Southern Irish sympathizers. This atomized structure takes its toll, of course, on

wishes grows complicated one
must first be sure of what those
wishes are.
I am tempted to throw up my
hands at this point and decry the
IRA for being so stupid as not to
realize the impossible,
position they have put
themselves and the world in. The
situation in Northern Ireland is
ultimately ironic : as in the recent
Falklands crisis, Britain is compelled to fight for territory which
is worth very little to her. Northern Ireland is not valued by the
British government any more
than by the average Briton, and
certainly not enough to send her
Royal Army to die for. A fight for
independence conducted entirely
by diplomacy would no doubt
have yielded a Northern Irish
Free State long ago, and yet the
IRA has been violently pursuing
this objective since its inception

"Eye for an eye" may be effective when the "eyes" are
tangible, identifiable agents, but
when we are forced to reckon
with an aggressor as amorphous
and shadowy as a terrorist
organization, the notion becomes
sadly inadequate.

Thus

terrorism

is

a
phenomenon almost impossible
to deal with, short of granting its
objectives. There is no possibility
of reaching political solutions
between nations and terrorists
because 1) the terrorists, understandably, will not, or cannot,

the organization of the
movement. Without clear leadership, the IRA has become an umbrella organization which accepts

practically

anyone

Anglophobic, pyromaniacal, or
criminally insane, and this
makes for unclear and inconsistent tactics and goals.
While this is a problem for the
true Irish Republican Army men,
it is a catastrophe for anyone attempting to deal with them.
Britain receives such conflicting
signals from the various IRA activities, that she can scarcely
determine what it is the lads are
on about. So, even the "easy"
solution of granting terrorists'

U.S.) about the present situation,
in the hope of quelling their sub-

to

the

The Irish problem is not a
dimensional problem and it

one- can- -

stantial contributions
terrorists.

un-solvab- le

in 1916.

A fight for independence conducted entiely by
diplomacy would no doubt have yielded a Northern
Irish Free State long ago .. .

justice. Yes, harsher penalties
should be applied to convicted
terrorists, but we are only kidding ourselves if we claim they
will stop the IRA. Stricter
punitive measures alone could
easily exacerbate the problem bv
creating martyrs to the cause.

However, to blame the IRA for
not realizing this fact is to make
the same kind of simplistic
assumption that I am denying,
that is, that the organization functions as a unified rational actor.
One cannot expect a group so
splintered and impassioned to be
able to act according to a single
purpose, especially
when it
denies its raison d'etre. Furthermore the possibility of persuading IRA terrorists of the
futility of their approach is very
remote.

harsher penalties should be applied to
convicted terrorists, but we are only kidding
ourselves if we claim they will stop the IRA

Yes,

Focus must also be directed upon
cause of
the underlying

dissatisfaction, and on the
present motivation of individual
members. Attempts must also be
made to educate IRA supporters
outside Ireland (especially in the

not

Brings

Long-ter-

While reading through several
back issues of the Collegian, I
came across an article in the
Political Forum section written
by Miss Katherine Anderson on
the subject of the Right to Life
Organization and their stand on
abortion. While some of her
points are pertinent, I feel that
some of her statements are
totally misguided and show a
lack of intensive thought on the
topic.

She begins by stating that the
"problem" with this group (The
Right to Life Organization) is the
choice of its name. She reasons
then
that, if they are Pro-Lif"
their opponents are
or at least "Anti-Life.- "
I do not
see this as a problem, but rather
as a simple way to express their
feelings about abortion within the
context of their name.
e,

"Pro-Death-

The factor of the names put
aside for the moment, Miss

Anderson goes on to discuss the
subject of our civilized society,
and point out that we "are not on
the endangered species list."
According to her, "the real need
is for quality of life not
quantity."
I fail to see how any person that
is a product of our highly

"civilized"

society can feel

Her assertions that the Pro-Lif- e
Group could help the world
in better ways, such as sending
aid to Third World countries to
protect the already living from
starving to death are well taken.
However, while- - the hard core
are campaigning to
wipe out abortion totally, one
must realize that not all those
who agree with the Right to Life
Organization's general principles
are also trying to stop all
abortion. Many people, I am
sure, feel the need to put an end to
the endless abuse of abortion that
is occuring in the United States
today.
Pro-Life-

rs

While there are many who do
take precautions and use birth
control, there are also many who
do not, reasoning that if the girl
does get pregnant, abortion is
always available.
This kind of reasoning

al

Problems

m

By Nicholas Kalm
Political Forum Editor
My

conclusions

so

far have

overwhelmingly

been

Since the early 1970's, writers have chronicled the emergence, as a
growing area, that section of the country known as the "Sun Belt".
New jobs, industry, housing and cultural facilities were lauded at
great length. When Detroit began having significant difficulty selling
its automobiles to the American public, the assembly line workers
departed, en masse, for such cities as Houston and Phoenix where
jobs were available in relatively abundant supply. Yet,
notwithstanding the adverse economic effect which this migration
had on the Northeast, the "Sun Belt" is now discovering the myriad
problems which the rest of the country has endured for years.

negative diplomacy, force and
logic seem unable to solve the
Irish problem. And in fact, I cannot be confident that anything
will. But if a solution is to be
found, it will not be through simplistic ideas of retributive

In Houston, the growth in jobs and population has turned what used
to be a twenty minute commute in from the suburbs into a ninety
minute nightmare. Crime, throughout the "Sun Belt", has
skyrocketed, leaving many police forces
in dealing with
what were "big city" problems. Last fall, fhe newly-electe- d
mayor of
Houston conducted a national search for a new police chief, finally
settling on Lee Brown, the Atlanta law officer who gained significant
attention during his handling of that city's murder spree. Solutions
such as these are as shortsighted as the reasoning which caused this
situation in the first place.
ill-equipp-

justified in slapping a Marine
Corps slogan on the issue of life.
While it is true that we are not
endangered as a species, treating
the human race as we would any
other type of living organism is,
to say the least, ridiculous.

one-dimension-

Sun Belt's Population Shift

Abortion As An Individual Choice
By Brian Kearney

resolved

by
thinking. When we
begin to devote thought and effort
proportionate to the complexity
of international terrorism,
perhaps we can begin to combat
it effectively.
be

then it is time that we take a good
look at ourselves if we are to call
ourselves civilized.

Legislation against abortion
would be ludicrous. The number
of deaths caused by illegal
abortions would increase, and the
people that did take precautions,
but became pregnant anyway
(artificial birth control is never
100
effective), would have to
pay for their bad luck for the rest
of their lives.

With the increased tax base resulting from the population jump,
city planners should start now on a plan to avoid further growing
problems. Money spent on strengthened police forces, parks and
recreation centers would be unpopular in the short run, yet largely
beneficial in the long run if the population shift chronicled by the 1980
Census continues. It is a given fact that larger cities have more
crucial afflictions than smaller ones. Houston and Phoenix are now
among the top 15 in terms of population.

The issue, therefore, is not one
of legality, but rather one of
morality. And, as we all know, to

attempt to codify morality for all
to follow would be an exercise in

To combat overcrowded metropolii further, city managers should
encourage businesses to settle away from downtown in return for tax
breaks and other incentives. Long range planning such as this has
been sadly lacking thus far. A concerted effort is required if the "Sun
Belt" is to approach the ideal image it has perpetuated.

futility.

Thus, we are faced with an
enormous problem. The answer,
as far as I can see it, rests with

each

and

every

ed

individual

person. But each person should
examine both sides of the issue.
The "me" generation from the
sixties, that is still prevailing to a
large extent today, should be set
aside for a moment so that one
can get a clear picture of the
situation.

7

:

only

demonstrates the decadence

of

our society today. When a nation
starts believing that their own
personal sexual pleasure, with no
thought of, or hassle with birth
control, should come ahead of
another person's right to exist,

There can be no one answer to
the problem. If there were, I
would imagine that all of the
geniuses who have thus far
pondered the question would
have come up with something by
now.

Political
Forum
!

i
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From Exeter to Kenyon, His English is a Humanizing Study
Bv Peter Terhune '
There is a new professor on the
Kenyon campus, who is just as
fresh as a freshman to this
educational cornucopia. He is
Mr. Peter Whelan, formerly of

Exeter University. England, and

now a professor of English and
He is
the product of what he hirr 'elf
terms a "checkered career". It is

literature here at Kenyon.

researching D.H. Lawrence for
his Ph.D. dissertation.
Mr. Whelan remarked that earning a Ph.D. in England is "simple.
Not easy, simple." All that one
needs to do is to spend three to
five years researching and
writing their dissertation. He has
spent four years on it, three of
and one of them
them
full-tim- e,

means when he states that "one
of the good things about being a
literature teacher is that all your
experience as a human being is in
play all the time." Mr. Whelan is
presently teaching two (1-classes, and one course on D.H.
Lawrence, which is "meat and
drink" to him. He also stated that
2)

there are plans being made for

this "checkered career" that
fostered his great love for
literature and, in a sense,
brought him here to Kenyon.
Mr. Whelan was educated at a
Catholic public school, and from
there went on to The Royal
Military Academy at Sandhurst
(the English equivalent of West-point- ).
Following that, he spent
three years in her Majesty's Army as a career officer, and,
discovering that he didn't like the
Army as a career, entered
He
Durham University.
graduated with a degree is
Modern Arabic Studies, and
promptly began to prepare for a
new career by enrolling in a
teacher training course in London. Upon graduating from that,
he took a job teaching literature,
linguistics, and languages at the
University of Aviedo in Spain. It
was there that Mr. Whelan
became very interested in the
field of literary research. After
five years at Aviedo, Mr. Whelan
left because of a lack of books in
the university library. Fate then
led him to Exeter University
where he got a job tutoring sections of lectures, and began

v

..

part-timdivided between work
and research. He has already
finished the first draft, and hopes
to have the rest finished by the
time he leaves Kenyon. He would
like very much to have his thesis
published, but "it is in the lap of
the gods."
Literature and research are
some of the most . important
things in Mr. Whelan's life now.
Looking back over his past, it is
very easy to understand what he
e,

black
"The only way people can feel
they are equal is if they have an
understanding of the contributions of their peers."
Speaking at the first of the
season's Faculty Lectureships at
Rosse Hall last Thursday afternoon, Ms. Maya Angelou, a

him to teach a seminar course on
Modern European Poetry. The
course will examine translations
of classic French, Spanish, and
German poetry. At the same
time, the classes will be divided
up into smaller groups consisting
of both speakers and
of that poem's
language, in an effort to give
some linguistic insight into the
poem for those unfamiliar with
the language
non-speake-

writer-performer-commentat-

or,

said the black contribution
to literature is wrongly ignored.
Because, in Angelou's words,
blacks were long treated as
"subhuman", black poetry has
been looked at "askance and condescendingly." "It is a sad state
of affairs in this country," said
Angelou, "when we can boast of a

rs

VThe

A

Part

II

TheGodfather, Part II. Directed
by Francis Coppola. Starring Al
Pacino, Robert DeNiro, Robert
Duvall, Diane Keaton. Released
in 1974. 200 minutes.
For those of you who have seen
The Godfather, you will note a bit
of change in The Godfather, Part
II. The Godfather has more
violence and suspense, while The
Godfather, Part II is quieter,
more solemn, more introspective
and more concerned with intense
and difficult human emotions.
But the theme still revolves
around "the family", "the
business", policiticans, Cuba,

Nevada and all the corruption
which still exists today. The plot
takes place in the early '50's and
opens with a funeral, in contrast
with The Godfather's opening
scene which was a wedding.
This movie runs a cool three
hours and twenty minutes, but its
length did not stop the Acadamy
from giving it 12 nominations and
S. A.
six Oscars.

Rashomon
Rashomon. Directed by Akira
Kurosawa.
Starring Toshira
Mifune, Machiko Kyo, Masayuki

Mori,

Takashi

Released in

Shimura.

1951.

Rashomon has the gripping
suspense and violent pace of the
best detective stories. But
Kurosawa's Throne of Blood,
Yojimbo, Kagemusha transcends

this genre to produce an impressive essay on the subjectivity
and relativity of truth.
It is 9th Century Kyoto and
lawlessness reigns across the
land. A Samurai is killed and his
wife raped. Four different accounts of the crime are acted out
from the perspectives of the participants. Kurosawa's stylistic
control of the visual elements
strikingly translates the subjectivity of his script. When the
bandit's story is shown, the
camera is aggressive, assertive
and dominant which perfectly interprets the perspective of that

Brother John
Goldstone.

Starring Sidney

Poitier, Bradford Dillman, Will
Geer, Beverly Todd. Released in
1971.

Brother John is another Poitier
film in our series. In the film
which showed last weekend,
'They Call Me Mr. Tibbs', Poitier
made a comment that he was
"tired of playing God." In this
film, a pseudo-seque- l
to the last
film, Sidney Poitier plays the role
of God's messenger.
James Goldstone, who directed
this film, keeps discovering.
Brother John against auroean

these

"I really think that the study of
English literature is a very
humanizing study. If everybody
read books and novels and read
them sensitively and creatively
the world would be a better place,
because it would be impossible
for people to be quite so
inhumane and cold to each other,
if they had the training, if you will
and the imagination to sympathize and empathize with other
people in the way that reading
literature teaches you to do.
That's quite apart from its value
it
as an academic discipline
has a definite humanizing

...

value."

are

books of poetry, spoke of the

magical,

low

Demonstratively reciting the
poems of Dunbar, Spencer,
Cooney, and others, Angelou, herg
self author of two
best-sellin-

backgrounds

of sunlight
or
blazing white walls. He also
favors close-up- s
that are so tight
you get the sensation that you're
looking at Poitier through some
Olympian mail slot.
There are some good people in
the cast; Will Geer, Bradford
Dillman, Beverly Todd. If you see
this movie this weekend and do
not enjoy your stay, you can
blame it on Poitier himself. He
was the one who put this movie
together. S.A.

Soldier Blue
Soldier Blue. Directed by Ralph
Nelson. Starring Candice Bergen,
Peter Strauss, Donald Pleasance.
Released in 1970. 108 minutes.
Wednesday, September 29.
This film is a true western. No,
not the kind where the good guys
wear white hats and the bad guys
wear black. In this movie, the
good guys are the Indians and the
bad guys are the U.S. Calvary. It
sounds
perhaps,
but it's about as true an
American movie as you'll ever
see.
Soldier Blue will take you
back to the nineteenth century
when the U.S. was clearing out
the Indians for American settlers
to take over. Unfortunately, the
special effects department was
allocated too much money, for
the bloodshed scenes are too
realistic.
The release of the movie is
timely: 1970 is the era of
peace movements, the
Rolling Stones, and the climate
probably helped produce this
movie. S.A.
un-Americ-

Brother John. Directed by James

that

point

rates of understanding." By exposing
readers to the "black condition,"
she said, "black literature will
help you understand your world."

embarrassingly

character.
When Rashomon is remembered, it is mostly for its eerie,
jarring images. These will
remain imbedded in the viewer's
memory.
Rashomon was voted best
foreign film of 1951 J.W.

the

high rate of literacy and yet have

This Week's Projections

Godfather,

teaching systems, Mr.
Whelan had something to say
about that too. While the English
system (because of the
specialization it is based on)
produces people who are very
knowledgeable in their narrow
field, Mr. Whelan prefers the
American system, which he feels
produces more rounded, better
educated in a general sense,
people. On the other hand, while
he likes the freedom that the
American system gives, he feels
that the English system by forcing its students to go off and do
independent
research fosters
more independence in the individual. However, he stressed

the Magic of Black Literature
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Talking to Mr. Whelan was a
very interesting and enlightening
He is obviously
experience.
someone who takes great interest
not only in what he is teaching,
but the way he teaches it. He feels
that if he can get some of his personal enthusiasm for literature to
rub off on his students, he will
have been successful. His concern for the class is quite evident
in the way that both he and the
class chose the topic for an upcoming essay.
When we came to the end of the
interview, Mr. Whelan wanted
once again to thank the people
here at Kenyon for their kindness
and helpfulness. Obviously, he is
a man very much devoted to his
students, research, and teaching.
This final quote sums up this concern quite nicely:

As for the differences between

Maya Angelou: Discover
By Andrew K. Smith

only two and a half weeks.

the

Visiting Professor Peter Whelan.

after

preliminary impressions,

One question that is asked of
any exchange professor is how he
would compare the system and
people he came from with the one
he is new to. Mr. Whelan finds the
students at Kenyon very easy to
teach, because they are willing to
talk in class and express their
if
When
asked
views.
English students talk less in class
out of respect for their
professors, he replied that it is
due less to respect and more to
fear and intimidation instilled by
the English professors. On the
whole, he said, "it's a lot more
like school here." As for his
collegues, Mr. Whelan was very
pleased and surprised by the
warm welcome he got. He thinks
it quite likely that an American
professor in England would get a
much cooler reception.

an,

anti-Vietna- m

inherent

mystical
much

in

qualities
of

black

literature. That literature, she
said, which espouses the virtues
of love and courage was responsible for the survival of the black

race through past hardships.
"There is an abiding love among
the black people," said Angelou,
"and if you look into the
literature you will find it." As an
example, Angelou enacted a
poem in which a black slave tells
of how she has had to stoop to a
subservient nature to please her
master, and yet is able to retain
her faith. "When a human being
allows herself to be seen at her
most base level in order to enable
another human to survive,"
Angelou said, "that is love." This
love today "encourages us to
build bridges and to communicate with others." Courage,
said Angelou, is the most important of all virtues, because
without it one cannot practice the
other virtues. "Only through the
development of courage may we
climb out of the trees."
Angelou, who arose from
poverty and overcame great
racial strife, spoke of the "mask"
blacks had to wear for a great
part of this century as a "survival apparatus" to disguise their
feelings and, in doing so, earn
their pay. This fostered a belief,

she said, that whites had done
everything in literature, and
blacks had done nothing. It is the
responsibility of today's students
and teachers, said Angelou, to
dispel this myth.
Answering questions at the end
of the lecture, Angelou stated
that "to be a poet one must try to
live a poetic existence." Angelou
explained that in her youth, her
whole life centered on the church,
and here she learned that "poetry
is music written for the human
voice." Recounting her early
years on stage, she said "until
you have sung 'Go Down Moses'
and had it sung back to you in a
chorus of French, Spanish,
Russian, Swahili (etc.), you
haven't learned the literature."
Angelou sang a number of black
songs, incurring an enthusiastic
response.
Angelou concluded by urging
the audience to become acquainted with black literature. To
achieve racial harmony, she
said, our country must recognize
the contribution of blacks to
literature, adding, "only equals
can make friends." Unless exposed to black literature, said
Angelou, Kenyon graduates "will
leave college only partly trained.
Go to the library and find out

something

about

black

literature," she said; "you must
do so."

Faculty Lectureships Presents
First Semester Lectures
October

4:00 p.m.

4

Douglas Hofstadter

October7

11:00a.m.

WilliamPerry

October

25

11:00a.m.

C.A.

October

25

8:00 p.m.

Edward Said

October

28

8:00p.m.

Jessie Bernard

8:00 p.m.

Linda Nqchlin

8:00 p.m.

Claire Etaugh

8:00 p.m.

Mary Calderone

November

1

November8
November

15

November

30

December

6

11:00

a.m.

8:00 p.m.

Patrides

Maggie Kuhn
Richard Kennington

:
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Henioff Speaks Tonight

If

1

Writer Nat Hcntoff

Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse
Lectureships
Student
Hall,
presents Mr. Nat Hentoff, who
win give a lecture entitled "Clear
and Present Dangers to the First
Ammendment." Mr. Hentoff is a
staff writer for The Village Voice

and The New Yorker, and his
writings appear in a number of
well respected
periodicals,
including The Nation, Inquiry,
Playboy, and Social Policy.
Hentoff has also written a
number of books on social and
political issues: Does Anybody
Give a Damn; Nat Hentoff on
Education; The New Equality;
The First Freedom;
The
Tulmultuous, Frightening, and
Exhilerating History of Free
Speech in America; and Our
Children Are Dying. He has
written a number of novels, as
well as books on jazz: Journey
Into Jazz, The Jazz Life, and The
Jazz Makers.
There will be a reception in
Peirce Lounge following Mr.
Hentoff's lecture.

Alumna Edits Kids Books
By Tom Kovach
Last Thursday in the Biology

Auditorium. Mrs. Lisa Knowlton,
Assistant Editor for Harper and
Row Publishing Company's
Children's Book Group and a '79
Kenvon graduate, presented a
lecture on the Children's book
field. The lecture was in conjunction with an exhibit in
Colburn Gallery featuring the
work of Prof. Joseph Slate of the
Kenyon Art Department.
Mrs. Knowlton, known as Lisa
Castellani when she was a
Kenyon student, spoke on various
aspects of the publishing
business, especially how to get
children's books published.
Fresh out of Kenyon in the summer of '79, Knowlton was hired at
Kroll Books, a subsidiary of Harper and Row, as a receptionistmanuscript reader. She
remarked that to be hired at any
job in the field, one must be able
to type at least 40 WPM.
Knowlton passed her typing test
on the third try, due mostly to a
considerate personnel worker
who ignored the fact that she was
typing with two fingers.
"If you can get in, in any way,"
"and are
said Knowlton,
qualified, you can move up
quickly." She did just that,
becoming an assistant editor in
barely three years.
Though the field is considered
romantic, the pay is far from
glamorous. "The pay isn't great.
In fact it's painfully low. I started
at $9,000.00 a year, and that's hardly enough to cover rent in
NYC."
Concerning the writing and
submitting of manuscripts,
Knowlton believes an aspiring
writer should follow certain
steps. He should familiarize
self with the concept of children's
books, for there is a wide range of
approaches one can take. Once
the book is written, he must

either find an agent or try to deal
with the publisher directly. He
must also decide whether to try
and sell to trade publishers who
deal with schools, bookstores,
and libraries, and who sell their
books at a higher price, or to sell
publishers who
to mass-markprint much more inexpensive
everywhere
books, distributed
from bookstores to superet

markets.
It is extremely difficult to get

unsolicited

an

manuscript
Harper and

published. In 1981,
Row's Children's Book

received

8,000

Group

unsolicited

manuscripts. Of these, a whopping total of four were published.
The money is not too great,
either. If a writer gets his first
g
book published and the
average of 10,000 copies
sells out, he stands to make about
$4,000.00. An eminent writer in
the field can make up to $80,000
on a book, though that is quite
first-printin-

Arts Forecast for

The next show scheduled for
the Colburn Gallery, "Recent
Work" by Anthony Thompson,
promises to be interesting. Thompson
uses an innovative
technique. He paints big, simple
shapes in thick acrylic paint on
glass. When the paint dries, he
peels it off the glass and mounts it
directly onto- - a wall. This

By Ellen Watson
first glance, the
season for arts at Kenyon looks
like a carbon copy of last year.
The Drama Department is putting on the same number of shows
on the same weekends, Colburn
Gallery is still exhibiting works
by Kenyon faculty and a few
guests, the Music Department
schedule once again includes
recitals by groups of faculty
At

'82-'8- 3

movement in modern art to break
the traditional boundaries of can-

slightly
(only
rearranged from last year), performances by visiting artists, and

vas,

Department chair

show by Art

forecast .

"Peaceful Gestures and Poses:

Barry

. .

Gunderson,

Work from New York City." The
rt

The Drama Department is
holding one major production in
the Bolton Theater this semester:
the play Scapino, which is
currently in rehearsal. The cast
will perform this play on October
21, 22 and 23. Bolton's smaller

productions

include

an

students' show of pieces no more
than six square inches big. This
show is designed as a sale,
although Colburn is primarily a
viewing gallery, not an art
dealership. The pieces sell for
about five dollars, giving students
and area residents a chance to
own an original work at a
reasonable price.

in-

definitely scheduled mime show
by Gregg Goldston, and the Fall
Dance Concert. Kenyon is a
miserable environment for dance last year's concerts were undistinguished at best but the
dancers usually try creative

Finally,

provement.

Roger

Andrews'

Opera

Workshop will perform the other
major work in Bolton, The Happy
opera by
Prince, a one-ac- t

Williamson.

Last

Malcolm

spring, the Opera Workshop's
magnificent production of The
Pirates of Penzance was plagued
with serious ticket problems,
since the group had" to use the
smaller Hill Theatre. The
location also limited the staging
and orchestration. The move to
Bolton should give the Workshop
the quality location it deserves.
During the year, the Hill
Theatre will host three Senior
Thesis productions. The first will
be December 10 and 11, Ted
Tally's comedy Hooters. John
Sharian will direct, and Andy
Beck will act in the play, to
satisfy part of their requirement
for a major in Drama. Deborah
Cooperman and Julia Lyon will
put on Two For the Seesaw by
William Gilson in February. In
April, Doug Dowd, Julie Curtis,
and Carolyn Kapner will do an as
yet unnamed play.

inadequacy and

over-generalizatio-

ns

of daily horoscopes in
his argument
of astrology.

other than

against the validity
It is ironic that,
over-generalize-

d

statements, his examples of daily
horoscopes are the only concrete
arguments Sagan uses against
astrology.

validity.

wasteful with money."
Still, there must be something
more to astrology that goes
beyond the daily fluff we read in
papers. In some form or another,
astrology has been around since
the ancient Babylonians, and
daily horoscopes have only been
popular in the past twenty to

thirty years.
People who reason like Sagan

(and there are billions and
billions of them out there) are
barking up the wrong tree with
their argument that if daily
horoscopes are wrong, all of
astrology is nonsense. Those who

intensly

dislike these daily

horoscopes are mostly serious

an

individual,

Schwartz, will playpainoaccompani-men- t

for his piece, a composition
Emily Dickenson poems.
Gallagher's piece uses poetry by
Wordsworth fof"what Robinson
discordant
calls a heavier,
and startling work.
On December 12, the Chamber
Singers will perform an advent
service of carols and lessons
Britten's
Benjamin
featuring
"Ceremony of Carols" in the
Church of the Holy Spirit. The
piece is arranged for voices and
harp.
for

Although each art department
at Kenyon is sticking very closely
to their standard format, each includes within that format some
noteworthy events, both by
Kenyon faculty and students, and
by visiting artists. The Collegian
will cover each of these events
more closely as they happen. For
now, we urge students to attend
some of these productions and
shows and take advantage of the
artistic talent at Kenyon this
year.

faculty
The department's
recitals fall mainly in September

-
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an

astrologer needs to know more
than just a person's sun sign.
There are nine other planets, not
including the sun, which can
influence behavior.
Therefore, a person's natal
chart must be constructed. A
natal chart, although it may look
complicated is nothing more than
a map of the positions of the
planets (the Sun and Moon here
are considered planets) with
respect to a specific time and
place, at the exact moment of
birth. Picture the North pole
extended into space with you
sitting on it. Then picture a great
hoop extending out of the equator
continued on page seven

Paul

Schwartz, and by College of
Wooster Professor Jack Gallagher.

well-know- n

astrologers who hate to see their
beliefs so perverted.
The way astrology should be
used for daily predictions is much
more complicated and personal.
To find out anything significant

about

Professor

Emeritus

predictable

the
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believer in astrology's

Just once, I'd like to read about
how "today would be a good day
for Cancer to be extravagent and

The Chamber Singers, for their
first concert on November 4, will
premier new works by Kenyon

schedule of concerts put out by
the Music Department contains a
On
few notable performances.
Friday, October 1, Paul Posnak
will accompany Philip Myers,
principal French horn of the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra.
Daniel Robinson, head of the
Music Department, calls Myers
"one of the two or three greatest
in the world. He also happens to
be Janet Slack's brother." Mrs.
Slack teaches bassoon and chamber music at Kenyon.
On November 5, the Alban Berg
Quartet will present what Robinson describes as "the European
approach to quartet playing, a
different sound." The group is
and respected in
Europe from touring and recording. A reviewer in a Paris paper
called them "one of the greatest
chamber music ensembles in
existence today."

and
ideas,
choreographic
perhaps this year will be an im-

The point is that one should not
expect to get rich in the business.
Those who are in it write because
of the special attraction of
books. They holcT
children's
childhood dear to them and have
a hidden desire never to grow up.
Professor Joseph Slate, who
has been here at Kenyon twenty
years, has had several of his
books published. He received
rejections for a full year, and it
took him three years to finally get
a book published. His work was
exhibited in Colburn Gallery all
last week. He is not getting rich
off what he has accomplished.
His attraction to the field is much
the same as Mrs. Knowlton's: a
fascination with the innocent
world of childhood.
As Mrs. Knowlton stated in her
lecture, "When you realize you
have to grow up, and you can find
something that will take you
back, it's really a great thing."

An interesting point is, I tend to

called

semester ends with the "Annual
Mini-AShow and Sale," a

rare.

agree with Sagan's complaint
even though 1 am still a firm

The Kenyon College Choir and
the Kenyon College Chamber
Singers are both doing works by
Haydn in honor of the 250th anniversary of his birth. The
College Choir is doing "The
Creation." This group is open to
everyone; Robinson points out
that it is Kenyon's only artistic
organization which includes both
students and community members. They will perform on
December 3, with guest soloists
and orchestra, in the Ernst Center.

Next at Colburn is a sculpture

examination should show what is
unique about this season's arts

Astrology Deserves More Respect
By Cilia Wright
"Today could bring domestic
problems to Libra while it is a
good day for Aries to invest in
new finances."
To most
newspaper readers today that is
what this scienceartpseudo-scienc- e
called astrology is all
about. One's horoscope is aptly
placed with Spiderman comics
and crossword puzzles.
Daily horoscopes are what the
general public, as well as the
scientific community think of
when the subject of astrology is
mentioned. In fact, in his book
Cosmos, Carl Sagan sites the

canvas

7.

close

A

eliminating

by

altogether. The show runs from
September 23 to October 15, and
Thompson will hold a discussion
with slides of his work on October

the usual grand religious works
by the big choirs.
At. second glance, though, some
events within that drearily
familiar schedule begin to appear

promising.

and October. These concerts are
usually good, sometimes excellent (such as last spring's
"The Voice of the Whale", and
Posnak's recitals), but are
always poorly attended. Once
again this year, the recitals are
badly timed; all are on Sunday
afternoons at 3:30 p.m., except
one on a Friday night. The
scheduling and the minimal
publicity probably contribute the
most to the lack of interest.

the

transcends

technique

members

more
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The Outlets playing in front of Leonard

last Friday

Outlets Play for
'

-

The South Quad was full of
students last Friday during the
Council
Interfraternity
picnic. The picnic was a
good way;' of bringing Kenyon
students together in a more
relaxed atmosphere than the
more structured surroundings of
the classroom. The picnic wasn't
the only attraction however, for
the Interfraternity Council and
the Social Board succeeded in
bringing the Outlets to "the
magic mountain." This combined
picnic and concert was much in
all-camp-

us

IFC

Picnic

the style of the "Summer Send-Of" a Kenyon tradition. The
Outlets, a Cleveland rock group,
came prepared for the three hour
concert with a rather standard
repertoire ranging from old
classics by the Beatles and the
Rolling Stones (an ambitious atf,

tempt),

to

the

more

All
commercial top 40 hits.
in all, the picnic was a success
due to the combined efforts of the
IFC and the Social Board, and it
provided a good start to the Rush
festivities.
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Students, Faculty Unearth Indian Site
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By Chris Romer
This past summer five students
and two professors from Kenyon
discovered prehistoric" Indian
sites roughly ten miles southeast
of campus, along a tributary of
the Kokosing River. Some of the
sites may date back as far as
B.C.

'8000-700- 0

Schortman and

Edward

of the AnthropologySociology
department led
the archeological survey of farmers' fields, near Indianfield
e
long stream runRun, a
ning east of Route 229.
is essentially
"Archeology
trying to reconstruct people's
behavior from their garbage,"
Schortman said in a presentation
he gave with Urban on September 1. From May 19 through
June this summer they provided
first-han- d
experience in this
erudite practice to Kenyon
students who previously could
study archeology only in the
classroom.
The professors focused on
training the five in research
methods, treating them as partners in exploration. After four
weeks the students worked by
themselves, surveying corn fields
with a transit (an instrument
used like a compass, on top of a
large tripod) and marking finds
with colored tape for later identification.

Patricia Urban

ten-mil-

jsAf"-

-

New Home of the Women's Center

New Site for
Women's Center
By Jodi Proto
On Saturday, September 11, the

Women's Center moved from its
Peirce basement location to a
new home in the old
building behind the
Post Office. This past Saturday,
more work was done on the Center to prepare it for the coming
year.
Pam Pleasants, one of three
Women's Center coordinators,
said the move had been in the
planning for over a year.
"Carolyn Wilson (last year's
coordinator) did most of the work
and Dean Edwards officially approved the move last March."
Ad-dressogra-

ph

Center was
previously located in the
basement of Peirce Hall, occupying two small rooms with no
outside lighting. The newly
acquired building, which formerly served as storage for
Alumni materials has a total of
five rooms, and several windows.
Besides the main lounge, there is
a conference room, a library, and
The

Women's

two other small rooms, one of
which will be used by the Peer
Counselors.
"I'm really excited about the
new building," Pleasants said.
"It's a definite . improvement.
The central location, will make it
more accessible to a greater
number of people."
Because of the enthusiasm
generated by the move, the Center is planning more programs
for the upcoming year. "Besides
the dinner discussions, we hope to

seminars,

regular

have

workshops, and movies. Also, we
may get in contact with the
women's groups at other schools
such as Oberlin, Denison, or
Earlham," Pleasants explained.

Jeff
Beac'om,

Student Council has chosen
Todd Hengsteler '84 to serve two
years on Media Board and Kate
Fonyo to serve one year. At a
later time Student Council will
solicit for students to fill Media
Board's two remaining spots.
Also completed at Sunday's
meeting were student delegations
to the administration. Appointed
to the Delegation to the President
of the College were Emily
McKhann '83, Taylor Johnson '83
and Chris Schwarz '86.
Selected to serve on the
Delegation to the Provost were
John Chapman '86, Lisa Neuville
'85 and Tricia Homans '85.
Laurie Goldenberg '85, Karen
Rockwell '83 and Matthew Roob
'85 were chosen for the
Delegation to the Vice President
for Development.
Appointed to the Delegation to
the Vice President for Finance
were Doug Ramsayer '84,
Andrew Frisbie '85 and Rich
Woulfe '85.

Named

to the Trustee
Committee on development were
Roob, Andrew Chapman '86 and
Karen Rockwell '83. Additional
members are needed for this
committee, and Student Council
will solicit for students at a later
time.
Student Council President Paul
McCartney '84 said he had
received a copy of the College's

revised

sexual

harrassment

Susanna

Kathleen

McLaren,

The Women's Center plans to
rummage sale on
Saturday, September 25, at the
Center. Pleasants added that the
Women's Center will continue to
keep its collective journal, and
will be open to anyone, male or
female, in the Kenyon Community.
hold its annual

policy

statement and that

community responses to it can be
directed to the Student Council
Executive Committee. Council
will appoint a
committee to study the policy and
bring comments back.
Soula Stefanopoulos presented
Social Board's report, explaining
that Kenyon is discussing joining
two-memb-

the National

er

Entertainment

Commision.
Andrew Frisbie '85 reported his
progress in following up on the
lights on campus that were out of
order as of the meeting on
September 12. He explained that
the lights didn't work "because
the Pierce lamppost overloaded

the

That's

circuits.

been

remedied. The lights work now.
It's a lot brighter than it used to

be."

Frisbie

added
that
maintenance is conducting a
lighting survey to make certain
that all lights work.
In addition, an

ad-ho-

c

committee

will be appointed to continually

study the sexual harrassment
policy at Kenyon and suggest any
changes that may be called for in
the future.
Finally, Council was informed
that Dean Reading is scheduled
to speak at Council concerning
the new alcohol laws for the state
of Ohio. If he is unable to attend,
Edwards will address Council on
this topic the following week.

Vf"

Professor Urban

Brad

Remick

and

Amy

Chenoweth learned to look for
clues confirming their working
hypothesis that Indianfield run
h?d been occupied by humans in
Prehistoric times. They marked,
washed, labeled and catalogued
flint chips and chunks of stone
which were either fractured,
cracked unnaturally or not native
to the area. The group discovered
one very rare projectile point, or

arrowhead,

believed

almost

years old.
Theirs is not the first ar

10,000

The Kenyon group worked in
all kinds of weather, in dense,
blinding fog and muddy rain conditions. "Walking around in dust
and 80 degree heat, it was really
thrilling to look down and find
something somebody actually
brought there, something that
shouldn't be there," said Brad
Remick.
He and the other four students
worked as volunteers for the surface survey, which ran from May
1C to June 19. Remick said, "This
was an incredibly unique opportunity, especially since archeological surveys are usually
carried out in major research in-

stitutions."
Indeed, Kenyon's facilities for

archeological

reject all the previous bids,
authorize the engineers on the
project to modify their drawings,
and let the mayor
for
bidding.
The final topic of the night was
gas rates. Council approved a
motion to submit a new proposal
to Columbia Gas. The Village of
Gambier recently asked for advice from the Consumer's Coun

Bailey

re-sub-

mit

are

House

into

their

laboratory. There the students
helped wash finds in plastic
buckets of water, setting them
out to dry on paper towels. They
kept detailed notes on each chip

cataloguing

the

process.

"Ideally, the final product (of
the research) should be written
up by the students," Schortman
said. Three of the five students
went off campus this semester
and will miss out on that most
rigorous part of the project.
Senior Kathleen McLaren says
she would like to help analyze this
summer's finds, to aid future surveys in the area. This field survey
is nowhere near completed; the
two professors don't expect to

1

,

'--

-.

i

j

Professor Schortman

finish exploring and excavating
Indianfield Run within the next
six to seven years. They will continue to survey about eight miles
of the stream when the corn and
soybeans come down in the fields
next month.

i

j

'

In one month this summer the
group worked 34 fields, 32 of;
which showed some evidence of
occupation. Nine fields yielded
of
very dense concentratioas
and
tools, tool fragments
manufacturing debris; one con- - i
tained at least 2500 pieces.
j

I

.

"It's really exciting to think
that no one's touched that piece of
flint since it was first thrown
away," McLaren said. "It's
almost like touching that person.
I could almost imagine that per-- !
son being there."

j

,

j

j

In July Schortman and Urban
traveled to Honduras, where they

studied

Pre-Columbi-

i
!

i

an

ceramics. Both trained there as
graduate students, and hope to
return next summer with several
Kenyon students to research one
of North America's largest sites,
in Santa Barbara.
"We're trying to make archeology a regular summer experience at Kenyon," Schortman
said.

College Updates Peirce Kitchen
By Stephen Gregg
This past summer Dean of
Students Thomas J. Edwards
oversaw the long awaited
renovation of Peirce Hall.

upgrade antiquated cooking and
cleaning equipment and to make
Dempsey a more attractive alternative to Peirce than it had
previously been.

According to Edwards, the
college administration hoped to
achieve several goals with the
renovation. It wanted to improve
efficiency in the serving line and
to eliminate the busing of trays in
both Peirce and Dempsey. The
administration also wanted to

The renovation, which cost approximately $700,000, featured
the building of new dishwashing
facilities in the courtyard
and Dempsey. Using
the space occupied by the old
be--tweea3e-

irce

dishwashing equipment, the
renovators greatly expanded the

serving area.
The college also bought new
ovens, refrigerators, and con- veyor belts, and installed new gas
and electrical systems. A new
floor was set down in Peirce and
all the tables were resurfaced. In
addition, more trees and new
walkways now grace the front of
tne Duiiding.

j

i

j
!

;

The renovators placed lights
behind the stained glass windows
which had their sunlight eclipsed
by the new dishroom. The new!
design simulates natural light,
and while the effect is not quite j
organic, it does not seem to
bother most students.
In Dempsey, plants and art-- j
work enliven once white spaces, j
as do bright red modern pain-- ;
tings on the walls. Round anT
square tables have been added to
facilitate, conversations. Soon, j
moveable partitions will create)
e
dining and
areas for
banners will hang from the
ceiling.
Edwards said the renovation
has "given Dempsey an identity
of its own." He explained that
when it was built, Dempsey was
supposed to be another Peirce,
continued on page yen
j

cil, a group which analyzes costs
of service. The Consumer's Council stated that the contract that

Columbia Gas wanted would
allow the company too many options, and an unreasonable return
on their investments. Columbia
Gas will give a reaction to the
new proposal by October, and if
an agreement is not reached by
December, then the case will be
turned over to the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio.

research

anything but sophisticated. Urban and Schortman transformed
a classroom in the basement of

Council Discusses Gas Rafes
continued irom page one

completed

years of material.

Two Media Board Members Chosen
By Lisa Mesaros

Henricks,

.

and shard, including comments
on the type of soil they found the
piece in, and the vegetation in the
area. Drawings of each piece

cheological survey conducted in
the Gambier area. Former
Kenyon professor Marie Kimball
Treleaven surveyed the Kokosing
flood plains while with the department of Anthropology Sociology
from 1974 to 1980. She found
evidence of Indian cultures
dating from 6000 B.C. to 1800
A.D., soon after the first white
men arrived in Ohio.
But Treleaven never studied
the "highlands" of the Kokosing
which are "just as unexplored as
Tibet," according to Schortman.
He and Urban chose the site both
because the stream is so long and
the name suggested human occupation.
On May 19 the group began
training by mapping out the sites
of old old buildings and their
foundations on campus. At one
point they even set up a transit on
President Jordan's front yard;
just north of his house, on Wiggin
Street and across from Alumni
House, they found the foundation
of the old Gambier Hotel, built in
1828 and torn down in 1917.
Before starting the actual survey, the students and professors
discussed the problems of archeological field work. For example, this summer in farmers'
fields they had to race against
growing corn that obscured their
markings and made mapping difficult. Plowing also aggravates
archeological sites, where ten inches of soil might contain 10,000

;

semi-privat-

Recently renovated Peirce serving area
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Wafer Polo Looks For Good Year
The Kenyon water polo club
began organized workouts for the
Monday,
on
1982
season
September 6. Under the guidance
of senior
Rick
and
Veylupek
Alex
the team looks
Fonkalsrud,
forward to another successful
team's
year. Commenting
outlook foe the coming season,
"We're
enthused,
Veylupek
awesome, totally awesome!"
Captain Fonkalsrud (alias Dr.
Molasses) responded likewise:
"The prospects for a favorable
outcome to the season, though
questionable
understandably
after the graduation of two
Kenyon's more talented water
polo players, are indeed quite..."
The two studs to which Mo
referred are last year's captains,
Dan Johnson and Gregg Parini.
However, with only those two
Co-CoachesCapt-

ains

on-th- e

lost to the World
players
Professional Water Polo League
1981
the
Eastern
draft,
Championship Kenyon squad is
back in nearly full strength.
veterans
Returning are
Jack Emens and Wing Biddle
vets Brad Butler
and two-yeand Dave Guenther, who will
have his hands full trying to
replace Parini in the hole-ma- n
position. Back for their second
season of polo are juniors Dan
Shefelman, Hoddin Carter, and
along with
Wilbur Rogers,
Sam
sensations
sophomore
Taylor and Curt Kinsky. New to
the squad are sophomores Andy
Regrut and Joe Pegues, and
freshman wonders Todd Perrett,
Peter Williams, Rennie Worsfold,
Chris McCracken, Peter Belton,
Aaron Huntzinger, and Ken
Sharlin. Perrett and Williams
3-ye-

ar

ar

Natal Chart Determines
Individual Potential
continued from page five

divided into twelve even slices or
houses as astrologers call them.
That is what an astrologer is
looking at when heshe sees a
chart.
Calculating a natal chart is not

all

complicated

that

mathematically, but to do one, an
astrologer needs the exact time,
date, and place of birth.
Once this chart is constructed
there are numerous things to look
at to determine what kind of

individual

this

person

can

become. One has to consider the
signs and houses the planets fall
into, what aspects or angles the
planets make to one another, the
elipses of the moon's nodes, the
rising sign, and the number of
degrees each planet is in. Even
the positions of fixed stars such
as Regulus, Sirius, or An tares are
considered when figuring out a
person's makeup. The native's

gender, home environment,
economic status, and, most
importantly, how they use their
free will, must be taken into
account. For instance, by
interpreting a person's chart it is
permissible to find out whether or
not that individual has the
capacity to be a good poet.
Whether or not that individual
lives up to his potential or not, an
astrologer might not be able to
tell.
When trying to calculate an
individual's daily horoscope, the
transits to hisher natal chart
need to be mapped out and
interpreted. To figure transits is
very simple: An astrologer
simply looks up the positions of
the planets for the day in
question, and then notes the

angles they make with the
positions of the planets in the
natal chart. When certain angles
are made between the transiting
planet and the natal Dlanet. the

HECKLER
DRUG
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPT
YASHIKA
NIKON
DARKROOM

SUPPLIES
& ACCESSORIES
(10

discount with
your Kenyon
397-569- 6
201

South Main

ID)

individual, for however long this
situation holds out, experiences
something significant, which is
either a strongly positive or
negative time in that person's
life.

For example, if our Libra
wanted to know when he or she
could expect to experience
domestic problems, after their
natal chart is constructed, an
astrologer would look for hard
aspects (angles of 0, 90, 180")
between the natal moon and
transiting Mars. Or if Aries
wanted to know when it would be
a good time to invest, depending
on the details ("investment" is
too general), an astrologer could
look for easy aspects (angles of
60, or 120) between the natal
sun and transiting Jupiter.
Actually, here I've been a bit
too brief when it comes to the
of
aspects
technological
astrology. It takes many years of

studying

and

practicing

astrology to be really competent
at it.
Without going into all kinds of
documentary proof, all that I can
say is there is some truth in
serious astrology. There are also
problems and questions that crop
"
anything
up,
that
but

shows as much promise as
astrology does should not be
uniformly criticized.
The scientific community
today may not believe there could
be truth to any aspect of
astrology, but those who served
as the foundation for all modern
Galileo,
Ptolemy,
science;
Tycho Brahe, and Kepler were
all great proponents of astrology.
As Sir Isaac Newton once said to
an associate who spoke out
.

against astrology,

"I have

studied the subject sir, you have

not!"

:r

should prove valuable additions
to the team, as each has quite a
few years of experience. The
remainder are newcomers to the
sport, latent studs seeking to
capitalize on their untapped polo
potential.
The Kenyon squad got off to a
fast start this year, traveling last
weekend with five East Coast
teams to the 1982 Fall Classic
Tournament at Washington and
Lee University in Lexington,
Virginia. This experience proved
to be very valuable to the Kenyon
team, as it quickly
and held its own
against Division I squads from
the U.S. Naval Academy, Slippery Rock State College, and
Washington and Lee, as well as
Division II teams Monmouth
College and Johns Hopkins
University. The water Lords'
merit-worth- y
performance earned the Kenyon players an invitation to tourney action at
Johns Hopkins, and thus the team
will travel to Baltimore on Oc
tober 1 to continue their
domination.
de-molassesi-

J

f"
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X
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run was one of
Sophomore David Mosey's break-awa- y
few bright spots in the rugby team's 18-- 0 loss to Lima.
The squad, which played a scrimmage on Tuesday,
travels to Oberlin this Sunday.
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Adkins Speaks
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continued from page one
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drinking,

This is a natal chart drawn up for July 10, 1962, 8:00 a.m. Eastern
standard time, Detroit, Michigan. The planets are represented by
the symbols on the outer most edge of the wheel. The signs the
planets fall into come right after the degree angle. Also, the houses
start with number one being at the far left and they go counter
clock wise. Thus, the sun here is seventeen degrees, forty seven
minutes in Cancer, in the 11th house.

New Designs in Peirce
equipment, a
task which Edwards said was
"like solving a Rubik's cube."
The key to the solution was the
construction of the new
dishroom. The position of the
dishroom, between Peirce and
Dempsey, allows students to bus
their own trays onto the conveyor
belts in both halls.
The college considered three
other plans, one of which called
for the conversion of Peirce
Lounge into a dishroom, before
settling on the present one.
Dean Edwards admits that the
renovation is not perfect, but
says that it is "the best solution"
for a complex problem.
new dishwashing
continued from page fix
but on a smaller scale.

students

fleeing

from

But

the

congestion and the rows of fraternity tables in Peirce felt that they
were settling for second best,
Ed-war-

ds

said.

The entire project was a
collaboration between five partners: the school; A.R.A. Food
Service; John Reed from the architecture firm of Harden and
Reed; a contractor, H.A. Higley;
and S.S. Kemps, a firm
specializing in kitchen design.
Together, they had to find a way
to enlarge the service area while
adding space in which to install

Fraf Party Policy Changes Due to Law
continued from page one

consequently injured themselves.
The parents of the injured minor
often sue the college, the fraternity and the officers of the fraternity. Jeff Bell, president of IFC,
discussed how the IFC has
responded to the new law, in conjunction with the College administration.

"We want to restructure the
goals ( of fraternities) ", Bell said.
"One criticism is that we are just
drinking clubs. We are not," Bell
emphasized. "We work to

strengthen

our

members'

weaknesses and in their joining
us they strengthen us as a

whole." It has been a good time to
reassess the whole emphasis of
Rush, Bell noted. He said there
will be more attention paid to
y
meeting members in a
atmosphere such as the fraternity open houses last weekend.
Parties are not always conducive
to meeting new members, added
Bell and said IFC will also emphasize other activities such as
picnics, etc.
non-part-

"Realistically,

help but be reassuring for those
of us who are presently embroiled in questions of ethics and
human nature and wondering
where they can possibly lead.
This year's alcohol laws have
forced Adkins to show the more
authoritative side of her nature,
too. As they stand, the laws
prohibit using activities funds for
alcohol. Adkins believes that this
ban is fair because the activities
fee comes from everyone on campus, and to spend it for beer when
of the campus can drink it
only
legally is unfair to the other third.
"The college atmosphere is a
good place to learn responsible

we

acknowledge that drinking will
take place no matter what our
decision is," Bell commented.
"We would rather put into place a
which would let
framework
students drink responsibly."

Outside of rush parties, IFC
has decided that parties will not
be aimed towards freshmen, Bell
said. He observed that it will be
the responsibility of the bartender, and the rest of the fraternity, to make sure minors are not
being served alcoholic drinks.

Bell also felt it was important
that students were able to express a voice in administrative
decisions such as these. "Mandating rules and regulations and
thereby constructing the administrative decision process is
infringing on the idea of a liberal
arts institution," he concluded.

and

I

emphasize

'responsible.' To have a complete
ban on alcohol would be
ridiculous." She feels that party
permits requiring responsible
faculty and adults to be present
at parties help to control the
situation, but adds, "I've seen too
many people I went to school with
get messed up after they
graduated because of drinking
habits they picked up there. It's
unfortunate that there had to be
such a focus on alcohol for social
events in the first place. I hope
that people get together to get to
know each other ; alcohol is not a
necessary part of the environment."
Overall, Dean Adkins enjoys
life at Kenyon. Because she
graduated from Davidson, she's
used to the
She
atmosphere.
believes people should make
their own fun rather than wait to
be entertained.
And Adkins likes the atmosphere here "I am very impressed with the sense of community here. Administrators and
faculty I've met are genuinely
concerned with students. And the
students have respect for them.
It's a very nice environment to
work in."
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Field Hockey Unbeaten with Four Shutouts

SCORES AND MOIIE
Field Hockey
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Kenyon's field hockey squad is
off and roaring again this season

with a 0 record through the first
week of play. The Ladies,
coached by Karen Burke, are
shooting once again for the
national tournament.
The team's first game, a
scorcher against Marietta, pitted
the Ladies against not only an
improved Pioneer squad but
heat as well. The only goal
of the game was scored by
Chris
newcomer
Kenyon
Raushenbush. Kenyon's stingy
defense held Marietta to only
three shots on goal in the 0 win.
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Upcoming Games
Field

175

Hockey:

Football: 925
Soccer: 925

-

-

home vs. Muskingum

try:

X-Coon-

125

-

920

-

bow vs.

9(25

1 Marietta

borne

vs.

Baldwin-Wallac-

horn vs. Xavior

OWU (4:00)

Kaz

I Heidelberg

(8:00);

(11:30

929 at

By Bob Warburton

The first two weeks of the
season are over, and the Kenyon
soccer team appears to be in good
form and good shape in the standings.
The Lords played three road
contests in just eight days. Coach
Jeff Vennell and his charges had
to spend last weekend in Indiana
playing two different colleges.
But travel hasn't had an adverse
effect on the players yet. Kenyon
finished with two wins, one loss
and two shutouts. First, they topn
0
in a double
ped
overtime thriller. The next week
edged
in Indiana, DePauw
but thanks to a 0
Kenyon
blowout of Wabash, the Lords
returned to Gambier in high
spirits.
OAC champion
Defending
Kenyon opened the season Sept.
11 against
Reserve
in Cleveland. It was a warm day,
and the game settled into a defensive struggle; late in the second
With little
half the score was
time left in regulation, Lords'
goalie Paul Tobin made the
defensive play of the game when
he stopped a penalty kick.
The score stood at 0 as
regulation ended, and the teams
went into overtime. Some players
recalled the last
game, the 1981 contest in Gambier that ended as a
tie even
after the standard two
OT periods.
The tie this year was snapped
by Kenyon's Hugh Garrott, who
knocked a volley shot home for a
0
victory. Wally Danforth got
the assist.
"It looked to me like a first
game," winning coach Jeff Vennell commented about the Lords'
effort. "We just were not sharp."
Defenseman George Carroll
added his opinion: "We did miss
some chances offensively, but the
defense played very well."
Tobin opened the year with a
standout performance in goal. He
to execute well,
continued
1--

9--

3--1,

Case-Weste-

rn

O-- O.

0--

Case-Kenyo- n

2-- 2

ten-minu-

te

1--

OWU (4:00)

allowing the stingy total of three
goals in two and a half games
played. This feat was accomplished despite playing on
the road on unfamiliar fields in
front of unfriendly fans.
Last Friday, the Lords began a
e
trip through Indiana.
DePauw hosted Kenyon and won
Vennell felt the game was
closer than it appeared on the
scoreboard. The Lords pressured
early, but missed two shots. In
the second half, DePauw had
scored twice and only Danforth
could hit for the Lords.
With time growing short,
Kenyon attacked with more
players and started to mount
pressure. The Lords attacked and
missed, though not by much.
Finally DePauw iced the win,
scoring a late goal to up their lead
two-gam-

3-- 1.

to two.

Kenyon did not have much time
to dwell on their misfortune since

they had a Saturday game 30
miles away at Wabash College. It
was a good day for the entire
Kenyon offense. Seven men
scored in a 0 romp.
The Lords led 0 in the first
half before the starting Wabash
keeper suffered an injury. "Their
substitute goalie was not effective," admitted Vennell. With
a new goalie in the game and one
minute left in the half, Kenyon
scored a goal Vennel called "absolutely beautiful." Garth Rose
fed to Pete Hennessey,
back to Rose and finally down to
Pete Fischelis whose goal
finished a textbook
maneuver.
The offense thrived in the
second half. Danforth scored,
Garrott scored, Pat Flood connected for his second of the game,
and Fischelis, Hennessey and
John Rogankamp notched the
last three in turn. "We expected
to win," Carroll commented,
"but not by nine goals."
The Lords travel to Wittenberg
and host Ohio
on Saturday
Wesley an next Tuesday at 4 00.
9--

1

4

return

-
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--

vi-1
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Raushenbush, and Catherine
Richards controlled the game
offensively, along with Missy
Connell and Nina Klein. The first
goal of Kenyon's 0 win was
scored by a back, Wendy Eld.
Showing the ability that has
varsity
made her a four-yea- r
starter, Eld scored on a penalty
stroke. Lindberg later sealed the
victory with a goal of her own.
Defensively, the Ladies second
straight shutout was due in great
part to the halfback line of Penny
White and Peggy Rule, who
2--

Defenders

Luli Saralegui,

Ginger

give-and-g- o

:
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No Waiting

Wendy Eld,

Allison

shared duties at lefthalf,
Centerhalf Eld, and Righthalf
Luli Saralegui.
The Ladies' dominant defense
continued in the afternoon game,
a 0 squeaker over Earlham.
Returning starters Peri Heyssel
and Allison Hargraves, playing
cover and sweep, respectively,
1--

displayed

the

finesse

and

dependability needed to keep a
strong team like Earlham from
scoring.
The offense exploded on

Saturday,

capping

the

tournament with a 0 pasting of
DePauw. Raushenbush led the
scoring barrage with four goals,
and Connell, Eld, and Niclole
7--

c

Rawson tallied one apiece. The
defense once again held the foo
will
opposition scoreless, as Ginger
Kn
Deely and Suzie Miller continued 1
their outstanding play in the net. Col
The experience and strength in sigl
goal provides the backbone for Coi
what appears to be a very
198
team, and the three $65
GLCA wins against
:on
teams will help in bids for post- min
season play.
The Ladies will put their streak T
on the line this Saturday at vhe
Delaware when they take on Ohio Acl
Wesley an University in a 10:00 ehi
match-up- .
The squad returns icac
home to host Muskingum on jve
September 30 in a 4:30 encounter. ind
oac
,

well-rounde- d

out-of-sta-

te

Lords' Football Loses Second Straight
Kenyon's football squad dropped to 2 with a 4 loss to Red
Division title contender
The Lords' defense turned in a strong performance, but
the offense especially the running game was virtually nonexistent in the second half.
touchTodd Stoner's
down catch from Mike Handel
gave Kenyon the lead three,
minutes into the contest. Bob
23-1-

0--

Ot-terbe- in.

59-ya-

rd

Doherty's extra point put the Lords up
a lead they held for
most of the period.
The Cardinals got on the
scoreboard without the benefit of
a first down. Kenyon's defense
did its job, but so did Otterbein
cornerback Tom Lucas, who
picked off a Handel pass and
pranced 45 yards for his team's
first score. Jim Hoyle's PAT
which is how the first
made it
7-- 0,

7-- 7,

eas
ver(

quarter ended.
Handel's precision passing
keyed a
Kenyon march late in the second
period. The senior quarterback dec
mixed screens and flat passes to aga
a variety of receivers, capping "Tl
nine-pla-

ten-di-

y,

61-ya-

d

rd

clo:
d
off the drive with a
scoring toss to Stoner. Ot- - Z
terbein's attempted field goal stat
will
with no time remaining was par
tially blocked, and the half ended
with Kenyon ahead, 14-The second half was all Otterbein. Kenyon could not muster
more than one first down on any
second-hal- f
drive, and did not
pass the mid-fiel- d
stripe. Meanwhile, the Cards piled up 16 points
in the third quarter; Hoyle hit
three field goals and had the PAT
after Brook McDonald's
TD pass to Matt Clegg, putting
the game on ice.
Turnovers Kenyon lost the
ball four times proved crucial to
the outcome of the game. The
Lords held Otterbein to 11 first
downs and 217 total yards, but
their own running game netted
only 11 yards. Handel threw for
)
186 yards
and did well
when his line held back the Cards' tenacious pass rush. Last
year's OAC passing leader, Handel sprained an ankle but is ex
pected to play in Saturday's 1:30
game at Wooster.
two-yar-

7.
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Improved Bui Beofen

By Tom Matthews
Last week Kenyon's men's and
women's cross country teams got
their first taste of big meet running at the Greater Lakes College
Association (GLCA) Invitational
at Wooster College. The GLCA is
a group of small colleges more
academically-orientethan the
Ohio Athletic Conference, and is
spread over a larger area. This
gives Kenyon a chance to run
against teams from Michigan
and Indiana, as well as its
regular conference opponents.
With five runners out of action
with injuries, the men's team
nonetheless performed well, and
better than last week, but not well
enough to place higher than
seventh of ten teams. Hope
College of Holland, Michigan won
the meet.
d

Sophomores Dave Breg and
Chris Northrup again led the
team, as Breg finished 27th and
Northrup followed at 30th. Senior
Andrew Huggins was
close behind in 32nd, giving
Kenyon's top three only a twelve-secon- d
spread,
a vast improvement over the team's first
meet. The other senior
Jim Parmele, ran well
for fourth position on the team,
and the scoring five was founded
out by freshman Laurence
Cooper from England, who overcame a bout with blisters to finish
his first race on U.S. soil.
Senior John Rogan, in only his
third cross country race ever, fell
unfortunate victim to a problem
Kenyon has always had at
Wooster he became the third
Lord runner in four years to
receive a bee sting while on the
course.
The women's sixth place finish
of eight teams was not outstanding overall, but featured
several personal improvements.
Co-Capta-

in

co-capta- in,

First
Travel

Deely,

Hargraves, and Peggy Rule have performed superbly for Kenyon.

2--

Don't Be A Turkey

Five Agenls

their

Marietta the Ladies hit the road
again, this time travelling to
Earlham for the GLCA
tournament. On Friday Kenyon
played two games, versus Albion
College and Earlham. The Albion
contest was marked by an
improvement on both defense
and offense. Kate Lindberg,
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Soccer Wins Two Out
of Three on the Road

Case-Wester-

-

1--

(BJO)

at Malone Invitational

9r25

Women's Soccer:

(4:30)

(1 JO)

at Mt Vernon Nazarene vs. the

X-Cann-

Wand's

a); MO

OWU (IftOO

vs. Urbana

borne

try:

Men's

-

at

at Wittenberg

Volleyball: 123
929

-

at Wooster

and was a much better race than
last weekend. Senior Chris
Galinat led the team once again,
finishing an excellent race for
tenth place, good enough for a
Ann
medal. Junior
Batchelder was second for the
women, pursued closely by senior
Mary Sorenson, who
Co-Capta-

Co-Capta-

in

in

vastly

improved

her

per-

Sophomore Renee
Pannebaker was the women's
fourth finisher, and junior Rose
Brintlinger closed out the scoring
formance.

five.

15-ya-

rd

(13-24-

Saturday, the teams will split
up, the women staying home
against Baldwin-Wallac- e
while
the men go to Malone. The
women's meet begins at 11:00
near the South End tennis courts.

!

ii

Women's Soccer Shut Out

Giu
Doi
In its season opener, the women's soccer club lost to visiting Oberlin re
Sevi
College on Saturday by the disappointing score of
As the twenty-minut- e
quarters progressed, the Ladies tended to play vot
more defpnsivplv than nffpnsivplv rinp tn thp nnciiirrpcsfiil atfpmntc tn tho:
get the ball up to the front line in time to take a shot. Despite the five
goals, sophomore Nancy Snelsire, in only her second day in the nets, p
ue
did an outstanding job for Kenyon.
pos:
This is, however, a special year for the Ladies. This fall they entered
a transitional stage, as they are advancing to varsity status. Recently,
5-- 0.

j

the administration recognized the club and for a trial period granted it
some funding for the fall season only. The club applied to Student
Council for additional funding to cover fall and spring costs.
Most of the funding granted has gone towards payment for a coach.
In the past, the Ladies have practiced under the volunteer instruction
of students. This year, however, the club was fortunate to hire Tom
Hunt of Aurora, New York to coach.
The stage of transition is a lot more demanding of the members. The
Ladies now practice six days a week instead of three and face a bigger
schedule of 11 games (compared to last fall's seven-gam- e
schedule)
With the continued support of the Kenyon community, the
club has a better chance of reaching its goal of attaining varsity
status. And on that note, the members would like to thank the people
who came down to the game to cheer them on. Kenyon hosts Xavier on
the lower playing fields at 4:00 on Saturday, then travels to Ohio
Wesleyan for a 4 : 00 game on September 29.
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